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INTRODUCTORY LECTURE, &c.

TI'IE' science of jurisprudence, as it concerns
the topicks most interesting to human understand-
ing, and human happiness, is also that of the
widest extent, and most numerous particulars.
As it relates to the conduct of man, it is a moral
science of great sublimity; as its object is indi-
vidual and national prosperity, it must be, of all
others, the most important; as it regards the ac-
tions, both of communities and individuals, it is
infinitely various; and as it concerns all the rights
and obligations derived from, or due to God, our
country, and ourselves, it is a science endlessly
diffusive, whose "seat is," indeed. "the bosom of
God, and whose voice is the harmony of the
world."
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Lawgivers have, in all ages, been esteemed the
largest and most transcendant benefactors of the
race; not only because their institutions have
obviously promoted the tranquillity and elegance
of societies, but because it was equally obvious
how large a share of observation, how clear a dis-
cernment of causes and effects, and how judicious
an adjustment of various principles, were requi-
site to the success of any form of policy. Scarcely
less accurate or admirable, too, is that perspica-
cious talent by which the expositor of laws is led
to the recognition of these general principles,-
to use them in the interpretation of old. and in
the framing of new enactments; or that steady,
and liberal understanding by which general con-
sequences are regarded, instead of particular, and
general justice is distributed, without reference to
private or partial inconvenience.-These are, or
ought to be the characteristicks of the three great
classes of lawyers.s-c-Legislators, who make, J ur-
isconsults, who expound, and Judges, who both
interpret and distribute, the laws of policed so-
cieties.

Weare not then to expect, and far be it from
me to inculcate the opinion, that such a science
requires no extraordinary powers of genius, of
application, or of both. That which has been

'I f
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aptly described by Burke, as the :'pride or the
human intellect, and the collected iciedom 0.1 agps,
combining the principles, of or(:;inal justice with
the boundless l'ar'iety oj' human concerns," cannot
be acquired, but by the steady, and methodical

application of a well regulated mind.
YOll will doubtless find, in the very largeness

of the career on which you are entering-in the
difficulties by which it is environed-in the strong
thought, and assiduity which it enforces, addi-
tional motives of admiration, and (to bold and
generous minds) additional causes of. ambition,
and of emulation. Were your profession of vul-
gar and easy attainment, there would be no just
reason for. the high veneration with which we
regard the great masters, and luminaries of the
science; nor should I have any motive for proffer-
ing the aids, which, among others, I have p.ro-
posed for the progr'ess of the student; or for stun-
ulating your industry and emulation. I am ear-
nestly of opinion that few, perhaps none, have
ever attained "unto the depths oj' learning,"
in any science, without industry and talent, regu-
lated by method, and accompanied by a love of
study, bordering on enthusiasm. To use the
strong language of Gesner, in relation to know-
ledge in general, and which is em phatically appli-
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cable to law, "He who would he learned, must
cry after knowledge, and lift up his voice for
understanding: he must seek her as silver, and
search for her as for hidden treasures."- Yet
when I use this language, which may, perhaps,
seem discouraging, I must be understood to speak
of students who desire to study and practise law,
as one of the most honourable, pl'ojitable, and
laudable professions, and not of such as desire to
rank the knowledge of its general principles,

- among the number of their elegant accomplish-
ments; between whom, and professional men, there
is as wide a difference, as between the polite man
of science, who in his closet, studies the philoso-
phy of mechanicks, and the learned mechanician,
who applies them to the erection of complex rna-

chinery, or the edification of perfect models of
architecture. To the professional student, then,
we must be understood to address ourselves, when
we discourse of the largeness of the science en-
veloped in his profession, and of. the zeal, the
method, and enduring perseverance with which
it is essential to pursue it.

Students of law, in common with others, par-
take of those obstacles which science (in this age)
herself erects to the followers of science. Not
only are the boundaries of legal, as well as other

I' r

learning, greatly enlarged, and its topicks equally
multiplied, but the literature of the age, even that
which solicits your regard, as kindred to your
legitimate studies, are vastly extended, and diver-
sified. To these allurements of polite, and general
learning, it is necessary to oppose the greatness,
and importance of your own particular science,
and to urge you to the remembrance of the maxim,
now more just than ever, "non omnia possumus
omnes:" On this point I presume, I shall not be
misunderstood-as-in a work, some time since,
addressed by me to American students of law, I
insisted on the necessity of preparing their mind
for its legal studies, by imbuing it with general
and liberal learning, thus previously acquiring
information on subjects, which the study of their
profession will seldom permit to be extensively,
and minutely inquired into afterwards; and at the
same time of framing their minds to habits of
research and diligence. This is not, however,
designed to exclude altogether the study of other
sciences, or of polite literature, cotemporuneouslq
with that of law: the most indefatigable student
has either from external circumstances, or from
mental exhaustion, many intervals of time, in
which he revolts from his immediate pursuit
through he would gladly fill them with less labo-
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I'IOI1Savocations. The mind IS unwilling to be
forever contending with difficulty, or excited to
the full measure of its strength.. the most diligent
require some relaxation of employment, some
change to diversify the rugged track of investiga-
tion. The sage Ascham, the erudite Erasmus,
the deeply thinking Montesquieu, and the sublime
Newton, were accustomed to unbend the mind, in
the moments stolen from their intellectual toils, by
the perusal of the fancies of Dante, or of Tasso,
or of some of the voluminous tales and romances

of the times.
The student who desires to econormse time,

should therefore indulge these v~riations of the
mental appetite, and tempt this intellectual satiety
with every modification with which genius has
adorned literature, or disguised the harshness of
SCIence. Such an occupation of the fragments of
time, often idly and unprofitably thrown away,
under the plea of mental exhaustion, would enable
the law student to accomplish himself in the prin-
ciples of universal science, without, in any degree
breaking in upon those hours which should be
sacred to the study of his profession. It is fortu-
nate that the instruction which the mind rejects
in one shape, it will often receive in another.

Like a chemical menstruum, it may be satura-
ted with one species of matter, and imbibe a dif-
ferent, even with avidity. In this nice art of sup-
plying it with various food, and at suitable times,
of courting, or commanding it, consists the princi-
pal difficulty of study. But whilst a law student
should endeavour previously to treasure up a
fund of general and diversified knowledge, and
aim during his professional studies, to fill its oc-
casional intervals by the pursuits of analogous or
elegant science, he should beware of an over-ween,

ing attachment to the literte h.umaniores, and more
especially a~(jid the jejune, though' fashionable
trifles which modern literature pours perpetually
from the~press, no less than the noisy verbiage
and the speculative and passionate vituperation of
the day. These considerations are the more im-
portant at this time, when not only the deiicice of
letters are served up in innumerable attractive
shap~s, hut, as I have intimated, the fashion of
the age, in knowledge and reading, is e~cursive-
ness and generality, rather than system and cor.
rectness;-a method of reading no less destruc-
tive of taste than of time, and which has the ad-
ditional disadvantage of loosing, in the crowd, the
pure and ancient standards of literary excellence.
Leave then to the Reviewers, the too often un-
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profitable labour of skimming the wide surface
of ephemeral literature, and reserve for the ac-
knowledged models of thought and the true foun-
tain of science, the brief and precious hours of
occasional leisure. It is the peculiarity, however,
of a long habit of research into a science, however
vast and various, that the mind acquires, in no
small degree, powers of methodising, of selecting,
and investigating, which every day renders its
labours less fatiguing, and its search less perplex-
ing. Thoughts and topicks arrange themselves
insensibly; the scientifick, and technical divisions
suggest' themselves with little effort; what is
known, becomes so, not more from memory, than
from system; and what is unknown is speedily
found, because we have learned towards what
point to direct our search. In this respect the
adept in a science resembles the captain of a host;
where the vast number is weilded without disor-
der, because it is symmetrically classified; and
every thing takes, or is found in its proper place,
because it is arranged there by an invariable sys-

tem.
There have been times in which learning was

chiefly measured by the mere knowledge, or
rather multiplicity of facts, treasured up by the
memory. Before the invention of printing, it was

,,,.
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extremely difficult, and scarcely possible, to be-
come learned in the science and literature of the
age, without a retentive memory. This was con-
sidered a faculty admirable in itself, and, in con-
sequence of its utility, was then allowed to hold
a more dignified position among the intellectual
powers, than modern metaphysicians are willing'
to grant it. In those days of primitive know-
ledge, we hear of the most surprising instances of
the cultivation of this faculty. We read of Por-
tius Latro, who remembered every word of every
oration he ever spoke. We are told that Seneca
could repeat two thousand words after once hear-
ing them; and strictly preserve thei~ order, though
they had no dependence whatever on each other.
Demagogues,. also, who were desirous to please
the people, often knew the names of all their fel-
low citizens, as Cyrus knew that of every soldier
in his numerous army. We likewise read of an am-
bassador from Pyr,,.hus to the Romans, who in one
day learnt the names of his spectators, and on the
following, saluted the Roman senate, and all the
assembled populace, each by his name! An in-
credible story, certainly, unless the crowd were
less moved than in our own day, by vnlgar curi-
osity. In more modem times, but prior to the
revival or letters in Europe, a Ulan who had read

3
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a few manuscripts, and committed them to memo-
ry, was deemed learned, and regarded as a na-
tional treasure. He could travel from place to

'place, and by repeating from Aristotle, Plato,
Homer, Eusebius, or St. Jerome, not only live,
hut thrive by his learning.

Knowledge, however, which is deposited in the
memory, is not necessarily valuable. Natural,
and even acquired memory,are not frequently
accompanied by the higher mental endowments;

'by the power of philosophical arrangement, of
analysis.-and synthesis; and we find that the'most
able and learned philosophers have 'not relied on
this species of knowledge, or on the arduous cul-
tivation of this faculty, as is forcibly illustrated

I ~

in the history of Bacon, of Voltaire, Franklin
, ,

Montaigne, and others, and 'remarkably, in, the
case of Sir Isaac Newton, who, of all philoso-
phers, perhaps, thought most deeply, and in an
eminent degree possessed the power of arranging
his extensive knowledge to useful purposes; yet,
he, according to Doctor Pemberton, was often at
a loss, even when conversation turned on his own
discoveries, and excellent writings.

A consciousness of his own inventive powers, of
his perfect ability again to analyze and arrange,
'prevented his taking much pains in treasuring in

15

his memory the details of his knowledge. On
this subject Dugald Stewart has a pertinent re-
mark. "A man of original genius," says he,
"who is fond of exercising his reasoning powers
anew, on most points as they occur to him, and
who cannot submit to rehearse the ideas of others,
or to repeat 'by rote the conclusions which he has
deduced' from previous reflection, often appears. to
superficial observers to fall below the level of
ordinary .undeestandings; while another, destitute
both of quickness, and invention, is admired for
that promptitude in his decisions, which arises
from the inferiority of his intellectual, abilities."
Who now regards with veneration the astonishing
memory of the .llbbe de Longuerue, whose erudi-
tion was said to be so vast as to have been called
terrible-who spoke all languages, knew all facts
of history-had recorded in his memory all the
places and times of geography and chronology,
and who actually wrote a history of France, pure-
ly from memory, and without consulting a single
volume! Or} who delights to remember the learn-
ing of the Florentine Librarian, .Magliabechi,
who is said to have read six large rooms full of
books! Both of these prodigies of the erudition
of the memory, were however remarkably deft-
cie~t in the powers of induction, of philosophi-
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cal analysis, and arrangement, and of all those
qualities, which, at the present day, are consider-
ed as really valuable, and indicative of mental
ability. The Abbe admired an antiquarian com-
mentator on Homer, more than Homer himself,
and the learned librarian left, for the benefit of
poster-ity, but one line of his own composition,
and that was round a medal of his own likeness,
and contained neither sentiment, knowledge nor
wit. Fortunately for the jurisprudent, his at-
tainments do not depend exclusively on a faculty
which ranks so low among the intellectual powers;
and I cannot but express, on this occasion my dis-
approbation of the mode recently recommended
by an able lawyer of a neighbour-ing state, who
insists, (strange as it may appear) on students
actually getting by rote the whole of Blackstone's
Commentaries, and some other elementary works.
I would urge you, on the contrary, to study the
ge IIera I and pervading principles of the science.
Treasure up its maxims, their meaning, and ap-
plication. Cultivate it in all its bearings and anal-
ogies. Search into its philosophy with care, and
be sure that )'OU understand what you read.
Study much but all with method. Let YOllr in-
quiries be censorial, as well as expository; and
trust to your knowledge of the reasons and

1.7

grounds of law, added to your recollection of the
sources of inforrnatinn, rather than to the vain
hope of treasuring up its particulars. Should
these rules be regarded, the entire science may
be open to your view, though nearly all of its facts
be but imperfectly remembered by you. If your
mind be deeply imbued with its philosophy, your
acquaintance with the paths and sources of know-
ledge will soon enable you to obtain, with certainty,
the special information you desire.

To your profession you must devote yourself as
the industrious merchant to his gains, and with a
zeal and steadiness the greater, as your pursuit
is more laborious, more noble and more profitable
in all that enriches and adorns life. N or can I
but confess, as I have just remarked, that your
task is a great one, if you design to complete it
as you should; and it requires certainly the stead-
fast application of all the' high powers, which at-
tract dignity and respect to the. human under-
standing. And while I thus speak my candid
sentiments on this point, I trust you will only be
inci ted by them to a higher, and more earnest
emulation; to a respect for the profession itself,
and an admiration for those illustrious sages,
who have bent almost the whole splendour, and
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force of their genius, to the most profound, as well
as the most excellent of human sciences.

It is fortunate, indeed, that the study of the
law has a nearer alliance than any other with
the husiness of the world, and all the high con-
cerns of human life. Its collateral topicks, also, fit
him better for the business and conversation of ,
men, amidst which his vocation lies than those -
which engage the divine and the physician.

The lawyer, then, it particularly behoves to be'
uninfected with those prejudices and peculiari-
ties of mind, those excentricities of manner and
expression which often arise from men's avoca-

, ,
tions, which colour and too frequently circum-
scribe the operations of their talents, and which
the illustrious Bacon has quaintly, but forcibly
placed under the general head of idola specus.-
He should studiously guard against the little re-
maining pedantry of his science, and endeavour
to soften the strong impressions made on his mind
by his chief and favourite pursuit, by mingling
them with such as are derived, from his inter-
course with other men, and other books. This
consideration is still more important in America,
where the lawyer and the politician pass into each
other by so easy a transition; more easy at least,
than is found by the votaries of other pursuits.

19

And as it is from those who .have been ·students
of this profession, if not from its pructitionere,
that the nation draws the largest .pontion of its
legislators, and statesmen, there is an 'obvious
reason for somewhat enlarging -the circuit of the
law student's acquirements, arising from this pro-
bable combination of the counsellor with the politi.
cian. The studies of these two, their habits of
extemporaneous discipline, their converse with
society resembles each other; and as there is,
with us, no privileged class, the maker is often
found in the expositor or distributor of laws.
This circumstance exerts a happy influence on our
profession,first, as it offers its members the chance
of advancement in tworoads of life; and secondly,
as it cannot fail to unfetter them from the techni-
cal narrowness, too often the result of an exclu-
sive devotion to a single science: and hence a law-
yer without materially diverting his mind from
the topicks of his profession, .has a field, abund-

\

antly large, and various for the acti ve and pleas-
ing employment of his intellectual powers.

The sedentary and studious have, indeed, to
contend with obstacles peculiar to' themselves.
Secluded of necessity, for the larger portion of
their time, from the business and bustle of men,
their ideas insensibly assume-a monotonous aspect,
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and receiving little ventilation from the constant
current of novelties, which refresh those who are
engaged in active and crowded scenes, are apt to
stagnate into languor and melancholy.- It is little
wonderful that intellectual exertion should become
irksome, when thus accompanied by despondency;
and that the student should find the lapse to in-
dolence and relaxation so easy, and the return to
his solitary avocations so painful-a painfulness
most generally augmented by a consciousness of
neglect of duty, which he is happy to drown in
the pleasures or bustle of society, rather than
brood over in the stillness of his study.-Instead
of attempting to remedy this tendency by total
seclusion, it is better, gentlemen, to .indulge it
with moderation; :and to mingle business aud
pleasure in those proportions, which will equally
prevent the fatigue of too much exertion, and the
satiety of too much enjoyment. Hermits, wheth-
er in religion or in science, have generally found
their scheme of exclusive and solitary devotion to a
single pursuit, to issue in lassitude and indolence.
But with occasional relaxation from society; with
exact and uniform attention, and strict economy in
the occupation of your tune, together with a rigid
adherence to method in your studies, and the
devotion of your leisure time to the pursuit of

I
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miscellaneous literature, or general science, you will
find your chief study, that of law, to be not only
easy, but pleasing. There is no difficulty in cul-
tivating even a passion for this study; and though
a lawyer should be, in some degree, acquainted
with the whole circle of human science, so that he
may be as occasion may require, a philosopher to
detect, a logician to reason, a poet to describe, and
an orator to persuade, yet, believe me, that ex-
cellence. in a single scientifick profession, is all
that our reasonable expectations should embrace. 0

"One science only can one genius hit,
"So vast is art, so narrow human wit."

A student, who is animated by a just zeal to
attain the summits of professional learning and
renown, is not to be surprised, or discouraged by
the prospect of a thousand nights devoted to reo
search, and a thousand days employed in the
practical application of its results.-N 0 eminence,
that is worth having, is attainable pe1' saltum;
nature has included in steady application the seeds
both of mental sanity and pleasure; and while, to
the pursuit of amusement, she has destined a
sickly appetite, inevitably and speedily cloyed,
business and study, on the contrary, not only reap
a reward in themselves, but quicken the relish of
unaccustomed relaxation. Science, if not like the

4



well, which my lord Coke quaintly describes,' is
perhaps, like the grotto, or the mine,-to which
the access is uninviting and fatiguing, but which
often rewards him who is content to groupe awhile
with pains and patience, with the view of unex-
pectedbeauties, wealth and wonders, It is true,
indeed, that to taste the pleasures which spring
from legal research, we must have entered into
the principles, discovered the harmonies, and ar-
ranged with method and curiosity the innumer-
able topicks of the science; as in the caverns of
the 'earth the .accomplished and inquisitive mine-
ralogistand geologist reap a satisfaction, and an
interest unknown to the uninformed spectators •.

With these views of the science, to which you
are pledged to devote yourselves, the number and
variety of its subjects, instead of alarming your
patience, should animate youcenterprise.

A profession so liberal and extended, so sub-
lime and important, should be cultivated by those
only who are actuated by principles of the purest,
and most refined honour. Regarding law as a
science equally venerable from its objects, and
noble from the, ingenuity and mental expansion
employed and excited in its acquisition and prac-
tice, it should be the ardent desire of its votaries
to see its shrine un profaned by knavery and igno-

} I ,
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ranee, and its retainers not more eminent, from
the importance of their functions, than from the
honesty and skill with which they discharge them.
It is true, we cannot reasonably expect that this
can ever be fully accomplished: it is incident to
the best things to be the most perverted; and
while we may admire and emulate the portraiture
which the sincere lovers of this science have been
fond to appropriate to its professors, we must be
content to see its dignity sometimes debased by
the ignorant, and its liberality by the mercenary.
We believe that, in most cases, enlarged know-
ledge, and noble studies exercise, in themselves,
a happy influence on those who have pursued
them. The very acquisition of liberal knowledge,
supposes the acquisition of liberal ideas; so that,
in most cases, the possession of intellectual power
begets correctness in its application to the pur-
poses of ·life; and the complexion of its pursuits
seems to be, almost necessarily, accompanied by
more sound, more enlarged, and more honourable
views, than we find in those whose knowledge has
been circumscribed. But, if the intrinsick excel-
lence of the profession, and its natural tendency
to beget elevated and honest dispositions, be not
sufficient to check the wayward proclivity of some
men's minds towards vice and dishonour, it is for-
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he has tasted of, before he enters on the pursuit
of his more technical studies, and has thus pro-
tected himself from pedantry and narrow views.
Versed in the sciences most necessary to the pur-
poses of society, he naturally obtains over it a large
and legitimate control, which he exercises only
that he may become in it a more useful mem-
bel'. He is the asserter of right, the accuser
of wrong, the protector of innocence, and the
terror of crime. He labours not for those alone
who can afford the honorarium, but the widow,
the fatherless, and the oppressed are ever in his
mind. No prospect of gain will ever induce him
to advise the pursuit of law against right, or so-
ber judgment; nor will any man's greatness be a
shield against the justice due to his client. If he
assist in the enaction of laws, which he may after-
wards be called on to vindicate, it is done with an
~ye solely to his country's good, and whilst he
respects its legislature and judiciary, he learns to
reverence the constitution more than either.-His-
tory is his field, as he learns in it the rudiments

, and revolutions of his 'science. Rhetorick and
logic are the weapons by which he imparts to his
oratory warmth and grace, force and clearness.
From his knowledge of man he learns truth, and
he cultivates rectitude for the more useful exercise

tunate that our profession has a powerful control
over its members, in the authority possessed by
courts of justice (whose officers lawyers are, and
under whose commission alone, are they compc-
tent to act) to suspend them, or wholly to deprive
them of the privilege of practice; and, if this be
once done, by any court of judicature, all others,
by courtesy, would, at once, adjudge them un-
worthy members, and close every hope of amend-
ing their condition, by a change of residence.

You have then, every motive for exerting the
utmost assiduity in your studies, and the most
sacred honour in the practice of your profession.
Respect and influence in society, professional re-
putation, the highest stations of honour and profit,
in a great and enlightened republick, and all the
goods of intellectual and worldly wealth are prof.
fered to you; The character of a lawyer who
does justice to his profession, and to the important
station he holds in life, is, indeed, truly excellent
and dignified. He is one, wh~m early education
has imbued with the principles of probity, and
habituated to labour and research, in that which
enlarges, and refines the mind. He desires to
impart lustre to the utility of his learning, by
fostering every honourable and amiable affection.
The fountains of liberal science and polite letters
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of his powers. Destitute of these, he is either
unprofitable, or mischievous to society, and endu-
ed with them, he is one of its chiefeet O1'~aments

and firmest safeguards.
Most of yOll, gentlemen, are no doubt apprised

of my intention to deliver a course of Lectures
in this University, on every branch of jlll'ispru-
dence, in any degree applicable to this country,
or which may be useful to the American student
of law.- The actual execution of this laborious
ent~rprise has been delayed, in part, by the ex'
tensiveness of the scheme of instruction, of which
the Syllabus, which I sometime since addressed to
you, and the course of Legal. Study, previous to
that, contain the outline; and in part, by the im-
perfect state and deficient funds of the University,
which have prevented those accommodations which
are essential. This wide subject has hitherto,
either been partitioned out to several professors,
or the institutes only have been taught; but the ob-
ject of the course, now to be delivered in this Uni-
versity, is to treat all of its branches, and to inves-
tigate every important one in detail: and though
this be perhaps the first attempt of the kind in
England or in this country, the enterprise, how-
ever laborious and responsible, will certainly be

_prosecuted with all the industry and zeal which I

,,,
I

can command; relying on such encouragement
from students of law throughout the Union, as
may compensate me for the sacrifice inevitable to

my undertaking.
Though law has been publickly taught in Great

Britain, it is a little 'remarkable that no attempt
has been made to go beyond the institutes of the
science. Sir William Blackstone's immortal work
presents only a bird's eye view of this various,
extensive, and complicated science: and though it
be admitted, by so competent a judge as Sir Wil-
liam Jones, to be "the most correct and beautiful
outline that was ever exhibited of any human sci-
ence,"-yet this accomplished scholar unites with
Hargrave, Redesdale, Brown, Story, Tucker, and
others, in the decided opinion that it presents
nothing beyond the mere rudiments of English
law; and, to use the well known language of Sir'
William Jones, "these beautiful commentaries will
no more form a lawyer, than a general map of the
world, how accurately and elegantly soever it may
be delineated, will make a geographer."

The lectures of the second Vinerian Professor,
Dr. Wooddeson, have prosecuted some of the
topicks more at large; but still the whole work is
strictly rudimental.

..
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Doctm' Sullivan's Lectures, which are com-
prised in one volume, are solely on feudal learn-
ing, and the first principles of the English consti-
tution, and some of its laws; and those of Doctor
Brown, delivered in the University of Dublin, do
not aspire to any thing beyond the presentation of
a well arranged contour of the Roman Civil Law, ,
and the law of the Admiralty; and it cannot, with
justice, be said, that even this design has been
accomplished, as there are several, even important
branches, in no way alluded to, and others, which
are merely named.

There have been several elementary courses
delivered in this country, with what success, and
how far meritorious, I regret I have not the means
of judging, as they have never been published,
with the exception of Lectures by the late Doctor
Wilson, of Philadelphia, which, even as a course
of elementary legal instruction, are extremely
imperfect, and better suited, (from their general
and indefinite legal information, embellished by
the ornaments of literature) for polite scholars, or
students, in the course of their collegiate inqui-
ries, than for the regular student of law. We
entertain great respect for the character and
learning of this gentleman, and had his scheme
been more extensive, his lectures, no doubt, would

have proved highly valuable to American law

students.
The lectures which for many years past have

been delivered at Litchfield, in the state of Con-
necticut, by the venerable Judge Reeves, and his
able associate, Judge Gould, we are persuaded, are
well entitled to the high reputation they have
ever maintained. The eminence of many lawyers
who now adorn our country, and who were stu-
dents in that institution, are the best pl'oofs of the
excellence of the scheme of iustruction which is
there pursued. Massachusetts and Virginia also,
have not been inactive in the laudable endeavour to
promote our favourite science through the medium
of lectures: and the state of N ew- York possesses,
in the genins, learning, and highly embellished
mind of its late Chancellor, an inestimable reo

source, could that able lawyer and civillian be in-
duced to devote a portion of his time in this way.*
As far, however, as my acquaintance with these
various enterprises extends, I believe that no at-
tempt has yet been made to embrace even the

rudiments of the entire science.
The enterprise, then, in which I am now en-

gaged, has been hitherto unessayed: the expe-
.. "Ve are happy to learn that our wishes in this respect art' nhou t to be

realized, Chancellor Kent having r-emoved to the city of New-Y""k with

the view 01" delivering a course of lectures in the University of that state ..

5
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rience of others, if it afford me no cause of very
flattering expectation, at least gives me no antici-
pation of disappointed efforts. Inclination, and
judgment, bid me proceed; and I am unwilling to
believe, what diffidence sometimes whispers to
me, that my design may not meet an adequate
encouragement. As long as this is the case, I
shall endeavour to enliven and sustain myself, in
the many hours of exhaustion incident to this en-
terprise, with the confident hope and belief of ..
receiving sufficient to gratify my ambition, as well
as all other reasonable expectation. Should all
this fail, I am not vain, in hoping that the failure
may be softened by the remark, H.Magnis tamen,
excedit ausis;"

But let us now proceed to other topicks:-
The tendency of science, as she enlarges her

acquisitions, is to methodize and arrange 'them.
As want is the obstacle to the first steps of her
progress, so abundance is that of her later stages.
If in the gradual accessions to human learning,
the base could beaccllrately separated from the
precious-the certain from the obscure and the
impenetrable, the task of the modern scholar were
comparatively easy; and if his memory were
burdened, his jurJ.g;ment would be relieved and

anticipated. Such, however, are the revolutions

OJ I

of human opinion, such the motive for reverting
often to systems and doctrines deemed to be ex-
ploded-that scarcely any thing which has been
written can be thrown entirely aside, as having
been tested to be false, or unfit for the purposes
of instruction. Scarcely any, so to speak, of the
old furnituJ·ft of the, mind, is to be thrown entirely

out. of doors.
If such is the case in regard to the sciences

more metaphysical and theoritick, it is manifestly
more so in such as are positive and arbitrary. In
them, as in municipal law, for e,xample, it is not
sufficient to establish only general principles,
whose application is left for the individual, in
each particular case as it occurs. As these prin-
ciples are continually compared with the emer-
gencies of life, as their seeming collision, in par-
ticular cases, is explained and reconciled, and as
it is important to know distinctly their operation
on our interests and conduct, cases decided on
analogous principles are carefully sought; the re-
cords of expository jurisprudence are perpetually
swelled, and the general maxim comes attended in
the books by a host of corroborative instances of
its applicarion. Hence the voluminous books of
reports, from which the inquirer is to seek his
principles, his maxims, his precedents-scarcely
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more from the cases which have es-tablished, than
from those which have sought to impeach them.

Hence too the importance, nay, necessity, as
adjudicated cases multiply, of arranging them in
classes, and extracting their spirit in treatises.
Tliis method subserves a double purpose: it gives
the student a comprehensive view of the subject,
and collects under his eye the cases from which it
has been extracted, to which he may, and often
should refer for confirmation or correction. It is
true, that while a student has the power to inquire
at the fountains themselves; while the amount of
collected knowledge is not yet so great but that
within the usual legal novitiate, he may himself
survey the whole ground, it is all important, for
correct and certain knowledge, that he mark,
Jearn, and digest for himself. Such, however, is
the vast extent of most of the hranches of' legal

./ ,

science, that such a mode of study would be near-
Jy impossible. But should he pursue this course
to the greatest extent, the methodized treatises,
especially of' our 0\\1n time" are of infinite use:
they ,give the natural order of inquiry, they show
whatis to be sought, and wher-e it is to be found-
with such aids, if we inquire 1'0)' ourselves, it is
of little importance that our conclusion shall be
exactly the same.

33

The common law has in it a feature somewhat
peculiar; or at least it has this in a peculiar de-
gree. We find that it has survived many ages,
and many revolutions of manners, and has yet
been accommodated to them all. Hence, in many
cases, it has retained its/orm, while it has altered
its spirit, and the student, astonished sometimes
at the principles, and more frequently at the forms
which it presents, can only discover their reason
in an antiquated system. It is scarcely necessary
to ~-ay how valuable is a guide through these
mazes of blackletter learning, where so much is
dark, some is useless. and some perhaps, even
absurd, How, necessary, if not brilliant, the in-
dustrg. which, content to groupe, like a Belzoni
among the catacombs, brings from amidst dust,
oblivion, and darkness, some scattered but valua-
ble relicks!

These considerations may -serve to show the
usefulness and trueprovince of a leeturer-s-us col-
late and select with diligence and discernment-
to trace his doctrines from their first germ to their
final growth, through all the variations of judicial
opinions-to mark the accordance of decided cases
with general principles, or the exceptions and de-
viations-to declare what has been said, not mere-
ly and indiscriminately, but with a view to gen-
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eral results, and with an examination of its con-
sistency with legal analogy and reason-and final-
ly, to refute, or fearlessly to combat error, without

regard to mere authority, remembering with the
philosophick Boyle, that although authority be a
long- bow, the effect of which generally depends
on the strength of the arm which draws it, reason
is a cross-bow of equal efficacy in the hands of

the dwarf and the giant.
These, I apprehend, are the chief features of

such a method of Instruction, and thus united,
they present the subject in the fullest manner,
and most obvious light, stripped at the same time
of the too frequent incumbrance of pedantick
learning, or of false reasoning. The student, in-
formed of the sources of the knowledge which is
imparted by the professor, has ample opportunity,
in the intervals>!' his instruction, to examine, to
reason, and to criticize for himself; and his atten-
tion, in the mean while, is directed with 'particu-
lar force to what is presented in condensed form,
and becomes therefore the theme of solitary in-
quiry,' or of ardent discussion with other learners.
We march more patiently forward, when a pio-
neer thus opens the way; and we add emulation to
patience, when thus accompanied in the march by

compRnions, who are sometimes aids and some-

times competitors.
However we may acknowledge 10 general the

force of .habit, we do not always sufficiently weigh
its power in selecting, and in the manner of pur-
suing our avocations. The interests, the to picks
of these around us, affect us insensibly, and almost
determine the bent of our emulation, whatever
abstract opinions we may entertain of the com-
parative excellence and importance of things.
\Ve all remember, and sometimes with a smile,
when the immediate excitement is past, the im-
portance which we have attached to successive
objects and pursuits-to the feats of boyhood-
the scholastic exercises of our alma mater,-and
even the trifles of the drawing room, or the turf~
a feeling, which though it springs in some degree,
from the natural changes wrought by years, and
the progress of life, is no doubt, prodigiously
spread and heightened by sympathy with such as
happen to surround us. If, therefore, simila1'ity
'of pursuits did not naturally determine us in the
choice of companions, policy should lead us to
select those, who animated by the same views as
ourselves, perpetually start topicks of inquiry
akin to our studies, and minister the spirit of

emulation.

\
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The peculiarity of collegiate manners has been
often noticed: The members of such institutions,
separated in some degree from every day pursuits,
gather topicks, and objects of emulation peculiar
to themselves. A metaphysical distinction shall
make as obstinate parties as ever divided a par-
liament or a cabinet; and youths naturally become
scholars where nothing but scholarship is an ob-
ject of dictinction-such a spot has been aptly
called by a giant scholar "an atmosphere of
learning;" and it strikes me that, if the habits of
our country had not established a different system
in this matter, a Law Seminary, would be emi-
nently useful if conducted under a similar disci-
pline, where all that should be seen and heard, all
that would interest, and emulate, and distinguish,
is connected with an expanded and enlightened
study of jurisprudence, where, to vary the phrase,
the very air should be legal.

, ,

In the pursuit of studies so harsh as those of
law are apt at first to appear, where the mind
must be fashioned by habit, and impelled by
strong motive, to its daily task, where some stim-
ulus more poignant than the remote and some-
what uncertain prospect of emolument or honour,
is requil'ed to rouse the flagging attention-the
advantage of such an institution may seem ex-

tremely obvious. In this country it has been
usual to pursue these studies not only without
these aids, but amidst a vortex of opposite feel-
ings, and seductive pleasures; for the years, at
which young men begin their legal studies are
generally those which are most eagerly devoted
to society, fashion and pleasure. Separated into
groups, over the country, under instructors of every
kind (if the busy, and more often inattentive ad-
llOcates, whose offices they frequent, can be called
such)-and having little or no close association
with fellow students, or, with an ambition diverted
into more agreeable paths than that of arid and
fatiguing research; students, thus situated, have
on the one hand few incitements from emulation,
and that inborn love of' eminence which when
strongly indicated points to future greatness, and
is generally first shown in communion with many;
but on the other hand they are strongly solicited
by idleness, by pleasure, by a notoriety, pleasing
to the inexperienced, and more easy of attain-
ment-by all the amiable seductions, in fine, which
attend the first essay in society.

It is, perhaps, a fault in the manners of our
country, that the young are introduced too early
into the circles of the gay; and it is a question of
some consequence in the education of young men,

6
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whether- that partial separation of them from the
world, which obtains at colleges, while they are in
pursuit of philosop/zy and the claseicks, might
not be extended with advantage through the pe-
riod during which they receive the elements of
p1·oj'essiollallear·ning. At all events, if they are
at that period to taste of the first allurements of'
gaiety, they should not be deprived of the ad van:
tages of collegiate association: they might still,
with benefit, be collected into studious communi-
ties, where emulation might be propagated from
mind to mind, where talents and success ill pro.-
fessional acquirements might be the sole reason of
distinction, and where the topicks of professional
learning, being constantly discussed, might still
excite them to inquiry, and urge them forward in
the race of competition.

However inadequate the talents which I could
bring to the accomplishment of so desirable a
scheme, it would be a matter of' pride and satis-
faction to me to collect around me some portion
of the large fund of talent which is annually de-
vuted hy the l'isinghopes of the country to the
first profeseion in it. Baltimure, in a central
position from north to south, is conveniently loca-
ted for such an object. It is salubrious, populous
and refined; its libraries and publick iustuutions

comparatively good; its manners auspicious to
strangers; it is near to the seat of the national go-
vernment; and it already draws annually into its
bosom some hundreds of young gentlemen devoted
to another of the liberal professions. A Law Semi-
nary established here under such circumstances,
beside the direct instructions of the professor,
would be fraught, therefore, with numerous indi-
rect advantages. Its members, as I have just said,
would form a kind of studiau» republiclc, employed
in the same subjects, and animated by the same em-
ulation; the spirit of research would be kindled and
increased among members; friendships would be
formed (at years more mature than those which are
usually spent at colleges) which while fraught with
as much advantage as pleasure to indi viduals, would
foster the esprit du C01'pS among the members of a
profession which largely contributes its talent to
the most conspicuous stations of the government.
The mind of the student amidst such a nursery of
scientifick curiosity and spirit, would be with-
drawn, in some me~sure, from the influence of
pleasure and dissipation. It matters little to the
gratification of the mind, what is the object of
interest, while it is of much moment to its profit
to fasten that interest on pursuits of grave and
substantial benefit. These reflections will receive.
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some weight from the recollection how long, even
in the thoughtlessness of hoy hood, the notions
and sentiments abide by us, which have grown up
in the scholastic retirement of colleges and uni-
-versities. I would add to this the advantage (and
in time it may become an important one) of pro-
secuting your legal studies under the auspices of
a university, and of obtaining from it the. honours
awarded to those who have complied with its re-
quisitions. These will be stated to you at another

time.
I forbear to say any thing of what benefit may

be derived to you from the lectures I am about to
pronounce, or from those which will be annuaJly
adapd, until my course is complete-except, that
so far as much zeal and industry in a pursuit,
which has ever been with me a very favourite
one, can give assurance, I feel that I have not
been wanting to myself or to you.

The Syllabus, which has been submitted to
you, presents the outline of a very extensive
course of legal instruction. This has been with
me, and will continue to be, our mutual guide,-
with no deviations, except those which will lead
to a deeper research into particular topicks, than
was originally intended. The whole course, when
finished, will embrace three hundred, and one

lectures, and will occupy at least eighteen months,
and more probably two years in the delivery.
As the whole scheme, howeverv is divided into
thirteen titles, students may commence their at-
tendance at any of them, as they may be more or
less advanced in their studies. By a lecture,
however, is not meant that portion which may be
delivered at a particular time, but the integral
portions or divisions of my subject. Thus, on some
occasions, perhaps two lectures will be delivered
on the same day; and at others, a lecture may
occupy, in its delivery, the allotted time of two
or more days. Those which I am about to COI]1-

mence will demand of us at least an hour, gene-
rally more, four times a week, during four months.
The first title, as it is the prolegomina of a course
which is designed to treat the principal topicks,
not only of local but universal law, of censorial,
no less than of expository jurisprudence, may be
found to occupy more of our time than is indicated
by theSyllabus, Some may also be inclined to
the opinion, that as the instruction embraced in
this first division of my subject is initiatory to a
scheme so muchmore extensive than what is at
once to be entered on, it will be found dispropor-
tioned to that which is immediatelv to follow. .
This, indeed, is true: but it is to be remembered
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that this course IS to be regularly augmented,
until the whole design be complete, which will,
certainly be the case should life and health be
allowed me: and farther, the objection loses all
weight, if the course now to be delivered be valu-
able in itself.- The subjects themselves are obvi-
ously so; nor could any other plan be consistently
adopted. I shall, therefore, proceed in my under-
taking, without any material deflexion from the
outline which I have prescribed to myself.

The ensuing course of lectures, then, will be
introduced with various metaphysical and ethical
ai~sel.tations; wit.h discussions on most of the in.
teresting to picks of natural jurisprudence, and
the philosophy of legislation; with the elements
of political law, and with occasional biographical
and bibliographical information, as it maybe sug-
gested by the ~ubjects under consideration. ' I
have commenced the course with t.he metaphysicks
and ethicks of the law, from a profound conviction

I '

of their particular serviceableness 'to the lawyer,
as well in disciplining his mind to logical accura-
cy, as i~ opening to him the foundations of all
municipal law. Metaphysical science is invalua-
ble to him to whom habits of abstract thought, of

I accuracy, of subtlety, of scrupulOUS precision of'

language, are among the first requisites to success,

whether in acquiring the learning, or conducting
the argumentative war of his profession.

It may be laid down as a fundamental truth,
that all sound legislation must 'have relation both
to the moral and physical nature and condition of
man. Such is the intimate relation between mind
and matter as to render it impossible to proceed
far in the philosophy of natural and political ju-
risprudence, without some acquaintance even with
man's physical nature, and certainly with the
phenomena of mental philosophy. Hence was it
that the great German metaphysicians, Leibnitz
and Kant, were not content to study the geci'gicks
of .the mind-they cultivated the laws of matter
with equal zeal---:-so DescartesvClarka, Cudworth,
Locke, Reid, Stewart. and others, have aeknow, ,
ledged the intimate conuexion between physicks
and meta physicks, on the one hand, and ethicks
and jurisprudence, on the other. The judicious
remarks of Dugald Stewart on the aid which
metap~ysicks have lent to inquirers into scie~ces

, 'seemingly remote from its pursuits, have a 'parti-
cular force as regard,S the jurisprudent. To the
lawyer the ready perception of distinctions, the
scrupulous and determined definition of terms the

I . 'ana Y~1Ca~powers, and the habit of sifting the
combinations established in the fancy, and the
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casual associations which warp common under-
standings, are of utility every day, and must be
made habits of the mind, because their exercise
is for the most part extemporary.-"The connex-
ion between metaphysicks and ethicks," says
Stewart, "is more particularly close, the theory
of morals having furnished several of the most
abstruse questions which have been agitated con-
cerning the general principles (both intellectual
and active) of the human frame,"-and, we may
add, what is ethicks, moral philosophy, and natu-
ral jurisprudence, but different names for essen-
tially the same system of rules, all dependent on
the laws of the human mind? Hut, without press-
ing further this alliance between the laws of mat-
ter and of mind, and the close connexion between.
Ethicks and Natura! Law, it must be admitted
that ethical and political considerations are nearly
akin to the proper studi~s of th~ accomplished
lawyer. Even municipal law (in its most restrict-
ed signification) is not a system of merely positive
and arbitrary rules. It has its deep foundations
in the universal laws of our moral nature, and, all
its positive enactments, proceeding on these, must
receive their just interpretation with a reference
to them. Would it be possible (for instance) to

interpret justly a law, or explain a contract, with-

out knowledge of the general principles on which
they are promulgated or entered into? Whence
proceeds the rule that laws should not be retro-
spective, but from the principle of natural law,
or ethicks, that associations are bound only by
rules to which they may be supposed to have con~
sented? What are the rules of evidence, but
metaphysi~al and ethical modes of investigating
truth on the one hand, and limiting our deductions
by a regard to human rights and feelings, and to
our moral constitution, on the other? How else
is the ~reat point of expatriation (on which there
have been so many positive enactments) to be set-
tled but by reference to the universal principles
on which political association at first arose? In
these and infinite other cases, nay, in all modifi-
cations of positive institut~ons, there can be no
just design onthe part of legislators, nor correct
interpretation on those who administer their pro-
visions, without knowledge of the true principles
of moral and-political philosophy. Nay, the very
obedience of the governed proceeds, doubtless,
from an apprehension, however imperfect, of the
great and obvious principles of moral justice. As
in the construction of the most elaborate machine,
no law of physical nature can possibly be trans-
gressed, so in the great scheme of government,

7
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provlSlons seemingly the most arbitrary, and the
most connected with an artifical state of society,
cannot violate, with impunity, the great moral
law-and therefore, whether as legislators or ex-
pounders of legislative institutions, you must be
sure that you understand justly their trl~e princi-
ples. Metaphysicks, ethicks, and politicks, then,
are the appropriate studies Qf the jurisprudent-
on these repose, as solid foundations, all sound
legislative enactments; and, as these apply to the
conduct of -a being composed of' body, as well as
soul or mind, the physical and moral nature of this
being should be known to those who 'presume to
minister, in any way, in the temple of justice. I
have deemed these observations proper .for those
(should there be any such) who may erroneously
incline to regard with indifference the ethicks and
metaphysicks of the law, and would wish to vin-
dicate the propriety of bestowing much attention
on these too much neglected portions of our

scieuce.
After we have dwelt, somewhat in detail, on the

important doctrines to which we have just alluded,
we shall conclude the first title of our subject with
an inquiry into the elementary and constitutional
principles of the municipal law, and shall inves-
tigate, with some minuteness, the origin, progress,

and influence of that remarkable polity which, dur-
ing many centuries, pervaded Europe; affected all
her political and civil institutions; diminished the
lustre even of the imperial law; impressed on the
international law of Europe some bold and endur-
ing features, which the refinements even of the pre-
sent age have not entirely obliterated; and~ finally,
which by reason of its uni versality has been de-
nominated the Jus Gentium of the western world,
but is known to us all. under the more appropriate
name of the Feudal Law. Noone can study the
history, language, .01' jurisprudence of England,
without at once perceiving their miscellaneous
character. The history of that country shows
the mixed and even discordant materials which
compose its population: the language is, Celtic,
.Teutonic, Greek, and Latin: the laws are Brit-
ish, Saxon, Feudal, Roman-but nearly every
portion of this vast system of jurisprudence is
somewhat tinctured with .feudafism, and the laws
affecting real property in p~rticulal', have their
foundations deeply laid in the rules, customs, and

principles of the dark and feudal ages.
In order, therefore, to acquire a comprehensive

view of the laws of our parent country, we must
study her Iiistor-y, ami that of Europe generally-
we vmust explore feudal institutions and laws,

•
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which are the very sources and springs whence
our jurisprudence originated. Should this be ne-
glected, what student can repose with confidence
on the certainty, or fixity of his legal attainments?
Whose memory will be adequate to retain the
numerous refined distinctions which appear so
arbitrary and even absurd, witho~t this key to
their true import? How numerous are the rules
of this description, which perplex students, who
have not previously laid a sure foundation in the
learning of the feudists? The operation of com-
mon law, conveyances, so called, in contradistinc-
tion to those deriving their efficacy from the sta-
tute of uses, and which were introduced with no
other design than to supplant the more rigid and
subtle doctrines of the feudal law-most of the
rules affecting remainders, whether vested or con-
tingent-nearly all of the rules or canons of de-
scent; the learning of Conditions, of Entails-
the doctrines of J1beyance, of .Merger, of F01"
feiture, of Rents, properly so called-of Releases,
of Warranty, and of the well known Rule in
Shelly's ,Case, are all essentially of feudal origin,
and of feudal modification; and never can.be com-
prehended to any useful extent, without a compe-
tent acquaintance with that extraordinary code,
which for a time maintained divis.um imperium

with the Roman Civil Law, but which finally

gained a decided ascendancy.
Passing from these topicks, we shall then pro.

ceed to the second division of our subject-the
extensive and important learning of the Realty.
Thi~ we shall delight to dwell on, as, we trust,
before we leave it, we shall redeem this portion
of our jurisprudence from the unmerited charge
of, exhaustive abstruseness, of un philosophical ar-
rangement, and of useless subtleties. We hope
to show that, of all the branches of the vast and
multifarious system of Common Law, none is .en-
titled to more of your admiration, and respect,
am} studious attention, than this, whether we re-
gard its own intrinsic excellence and importance,
the numerous useful analogies furnished by it, or
the happy influence which it exercises in fashion-
ing the mind to close and systernatick investigation.

Ha~ing thus briefly stated to you, gentlemen,
an outline of the ensuing commencement of my
professorial engagement-there are some 'auxiliary
modes of instruction, to which I now .claim your
attention; as they enter into the views of that
scheme of legal education, which I have selected,
and which, whilst they confirm you in the know-
ledge derived from books, will serve to illustrate
and familiarize the practice of a profession, so
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often beset with difficulties to the young practi-
tioner, and which, not unfrequently, are the cause
of much anxiety, and even despondency, to those
who have studied the science with no little care
and industry. The auxiliaries, to which I allude,
are the organization of a tribunal for the ~rgu-
ment of supposed ca~es, brought before it wi~h a
strict regard to all the forms of good Pleadwg,
and the rules of Evidence, and prosecuted with
a rigid attention to an the decorums of forensick
disputation. This tribunal will have the name of
.M.o~tCourt, the 'history and nature of which I

shall presently explain.
There is also much -advantage to be received

from the discussion of such general doctrines (of
a legal nature) as cannot well be introducecJ.
through the ordinary forms of judicature. Such
points will be argued in a distinct association, de-
nominated The Rota. In regard to the "Rota,"
I would merely ohserve that it is an appellation
derived fl'om the celebrated Harrington, whose
debatin~ society, under that ~ame, is too well.
known to need further mention, in order to justify
our adoption of the word. Added to these, (which
we trust will prove themselves powerful provoca~
tives to the acquisition of legal learning) we shall
propose annually four topicks, for prize .essays,

not to exceed sixty, or to fall short of thirty
printed pages. For the two best essays, (the
merit of which will be decided on by the Faculty
of Law) a golden medal will be awarded to each
author-and for the successful candidates for the
remaining two, a silver medal will be adjudged,
in the same manner. These written discussions
will be open to all of the members of the Law
Institute, the Moot Court, the Rota, and those
who attend lectures, if they be students of law.
There is still another auxiliary to ~hich w~ would
direct your attention. Too little regard, we think,
has been paid, in all countries, to the comfort and
convenit;nce of those engaged in the toils of a long
and arduous cours~ of study. The law student,
in comll~onwit~ those of divinity and medicine,
cannot be too strongly invited to constancy in his
pursuits; and this can hardly be expected, unless
the locus studiorum be in itself inviting. When
the numerous days and nights, perhaps, of many
years, are to be spent in intellectual toil, it is fit
that some .attention be paid to physical comfort·

. '
and likewise that students should have at hand,
all that may be requisite to facilitate their pro-
gress. With this design an establishment has
been opened, which we 'have named the Law In-
stitute. In this a limited number of students, of
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industrious habits, and who are actuated by the
honourable ambition of becoming enlightened law-
yers, are admitted. The advantages of this in-
stitution are, in brief, it course of methodical
Htudy: colloquial examinations: union of pl'ac-
tical, with theoretical knowledge: oral and writ-
ten discussions of legal subjects: frequent pre-
sentation of questiones eeaoue: and resort to an
extensive library, in eVer!! department oj legal
science. Under - the auspices of these several
means of facilitating your studies, we cherish a
hope of your certain, speedy, and solid advance-
ment in the knowledge of your profession.

I~ can scarcely be necessary to dwell on the ad-
vantages of instruction by lectures, over any
other mode: for though it be not indispensable in
the morul, as it certainly is, in most physical
sciences, where reasoning requires the aid of ex-
periment, or other occular demonstration, yet it
cannot be questioned. that law, perhaps, more than
any other moral science, may be most beneficially

. communicated by lectures orally delivered. The
prominent advantages of this mode are, first,
the greatM' liveliness with which knowledge may
be impressed by oral instruction, than by the
silent and retired labours of the closet; secondly,
the compendious views which may be given by

-
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lectures, after researches which were found b

the student, either difficult or unprofitable; thiri
ly, the familiarity of example, and the iHustration
in which they are allowed to indulge; which can-
not be exercised by an author in his printed
works, lest they should be too voluminous, and
perhaps, too colloquial; fourthly, the opportunity
which is afforded of solving, by private study,
doubts which have arisen during the lectures;
fifthly, the necessity students are under, of daily
adding to their store of legal knowledge; sixthly,
the advantage they possess in receiving this
knowledge simultaneously through the medium of
two, and in some degree, three of the senses, (if
we are to trust the notions of metaphysicians on
this point) viz. in hearing the professor; seeing
the motion of his lips, and the other natural and
impressive actions of his body; and lastly, through
the touch or feeling consequent on noting down
the substance of the lectures as they are deliver- .
ed; all of which circumstances, no doubt, add
strength and-vividness to those impressions which
are made by the subject alone. To these we may
add, the advantages students have in the dis-
courses of a lecturer, whose constant aim is to
study, and anticipate their various doubts and
perplexities; to offer a simple solution of them-, ,

8



and to encourage students, in their moments of
despondency, by some appropriate history of the
triumph of industry and method over the most
'appaling combination of difficult~es. These ~d-
vantages are certainly too mamfest to reqmre
illustration: the most important, however, is, that

" t 1 utude to his il-the professor can gIve grea er a •
" d 1 nd can present hislustrauons an examp es, a

subject in a greater variety of aspects than is con-
sistent with the condensed language of books-
and besides this advantage, (which will be much
valued by those who have pursued their law stu-
dies unaided and solitary.) the lecturer can com-
bin: in one view, points and principles which

, " t
can be sought only in many books, and which are
mingled with much matter, that. is either useless
in itself, or darkly and barbarously set forth.

This mode of instruction is particularly conve-

nient, nay necessary, to .Jlmerican students. The
laws of England, with some exceptions, are to
be studied as much in detail by them, as by Eng-
lish students; to which must be added the laws of
the U~ited States; those of the state in which

- they design to 'practice; and also, such of the laws
of the other states as relate to topicks of universal
~oncern. If they would keep pace, too, with the
growth of the science, as it is measured by the
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numerous volumes which emanate from Eng-
lish and American presses, they must have
some acquaintance with a ma~s of books, which
they have neither time to study, nor, perhaps,
the means of procuring; for, scarcely a week
passes, which does not usher to light some new
treatise of law, or a former one, with such amend-
ments and additions, as render the old one of little
utility. A complete law library, at present, con-
sists of many thousand volumes, requiring nearly
a fortune to procure them, in addition to the
judgment and time necessary for their selection.
In this point of view, the utility of lecturing is
strongly displayed, as thereby most of the difficul-
ties would be solved, and most of what is valuable
in these voluminous works, advantageously set

forth.
That law is a proper subject for university in-

struction, through the medium of lectures, ap-
pears to have been the opinion of,jurists and pub-
licists as early as the first reduction of law into a
systematick science. As far back as history gives
us any knowledge of a regular code, we find ju-
risprudence taught, as one of the most important
branches of learning, in pubJicIt seminaries, colle-
ges, and universities. In Egypt, Rome, Constan-
tinople, Berytus, Bagdad, Bologna, Csesarea,
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Laodicea, Carthage, and more recently' in most of
the European countries, law has been taught by
lectures; and in many of them degrees have been
conferred in this, as in other departments of

knowledge.
Irnerius, Bart08us, Cujaciu.'r, Baldus, Voetius,

.!J.ccur·sius, Heineccius, Gentilis, Gothofrede,
Lampredi, Buddceus, Gravina, Imola, Zoucli,
Pothier, Blackstone, Wooddeson; Brown, and
Sullivan, all members of universities, are great
and imposing names, as professors in this august
science: and the reasons which have made it to be
thus taught, are of yet greater weight in this
country, whose fundamental principles of govern-
ment invite an, without distinction of rank, to the
participation of political power, and to the ad-
ministration of its laws.

The advantages of social over solitary study
have been in no way, perhaps, more strikingly
manifested than in the history of'the Inns of
Court, and of Chance1'y, those seminaries of
common law, established in England many centu-
ries since; to whose influence the judicious Spel- -
man attributes most of what is regular, scientifick~ -

-, and excellent in Ehglish jurisprudence. A short
examination into the origin and designs of these

-institutions, will not (we trust) be deemed digres-
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sive; as it will be found confirmatory of the views
we have endeavoured to inculcate, in regard to
the benefits we would hope from assembling in
our own country the dispersed students, or ap-
prentitii ad legem, and forming them into an as-
sociated body, incited and stimulated by the no-
ble ambition-of continually honouring, and being
honoured by a profession, whose aim is the pre-
servation of every valuable right of nations, no
less than of ndividuals.

We are to date the establishment of these Inns
of COU1't,and of Chancery from the reign of the
third Henry. Prior to that period the courts of
judicature were ambulatory; and were holden in
such of the king's palaces, as the royal personage
happened to reside in. It is obvious, and so his-
tory informs us, that the professors and students
of law would not'be likely to have a jixed abode,
or to assemble in such numbers as to accomplish
any useful design of self-improvement, or -of the
melioration of a science, then extremely rude
and chaotic. When it was ordained however, by
magna charta, that the "Common Pleas should no
longer follow the king's court, but be held in some
certain place," the fixation of this important tri-
bunal in Westminster, at once induced those learn-
ed in the commdn law, to assemble in London.
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Students at law, from all parts of the kingdom, at-
tracted by this talent and knowledge, also conven-
ed.-A little republick was almost im mediately
formed; they all addicted themselves to closer, and
more methodical study; and finally they constitu-
ted themselves into a collegiate body, no less ben-
eficial to the experienced or learned, than to stu-
dents; who previous to this, had been used to no '
guide whatever, amidst the barren mazes of the
then common law. The extensive dwelling houses
of several noblemen, then called Inns, (meaning

, the same as the French word Ilotel,) were purcha-
sed, and fitted up for their reception. They were
organized as colleges for instruction in the com-
mon law-the universities of Oxford and Cam-

bridge having adopted the Roman civil law as
the basis of their lecturing. I

The colleges thus established were of two kinds,
one denominated Inns of Court, the other Inns of

Chancery.
Inns of Court are for a higher order of instruc,

tion, and are supposed to have derived the adjunct
name, from the necessity their students were under
of attending the courts of judicature; or, as some
contend, because, on their first establishment, these
stud~nts were ehiefly the sons of noblemen quali-
fied to serve the king in his court.

Inns of Chancery derive their adjunct name
from the fact that their students were mainly em-
ployed in the study of the forms of the various
writs emanating from Chancery. These Inns were
preparatory colleges for younger students, prior
to their admission into the Inns of Court. Very
little, however, is known of any of these Inns
during the reign of Henry III. In that of Ed-
ward II. four of them were established; viz:
Johnson's, Fetter's, Pater Noster, and Lincoln's
Inns. Several others were esta'blished in the
reign of Edward III. viz: 'l'haive's, Gray's, Clif-
ford's and The JV'ew 'Temple; some of which were
Inns of Court, and others of Chancery. But it
was during the reign of the sixth Henry, that these
law societies most flourished. There were then not
less than ten Inns of Chancery, for elementary stu-
dies, and particularly, as we have stated, for in-
struction in the forms of original and judicial writs;
which in those days was esteemed the very sub-
stratum of a good legal education. There were
also four Inns of Court. We are informed by
Fortescue, that these various Inns accommodated
no less than two thousand students of law; that
"in them all vice was discouraged and banished,
and every thing good and virtuous taught." He
further states, that "in addition to LAW, musick,
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singing, dancing, hist01'Y, (sacred and profane,)
toere taught; and dit'ers other accomplishments."

These juridical universities, as my Lord Coke
. denominates them" received the royal protection;

by all persons being inhibited from teaching law,
except members of the Inns of Court and

Chancery.
The exercises established in these Inns, were •

various, and admirably adapted to promote emu-
lation, and to advance the student in the practical
as well as theoretick knowledge of his profession.
After a long novitiate, and many ordeals, students
were admitted to the honours of these grave insti-
.tutions. Degrees were conferred on them in the
common law, similar to t~ose conferred in the
more ancient universities, in the canon and civil

.Iaw. The degrees were those of Barrister, equiv-
alent to Bachelor of Law; and Sergeant, which
corresponds to that of Doctor in the Civil and
Canon Law. These barristers were styled Ap-
prentices; now mere usually Counsellors at Law.
They may be called, by the king's mandate, to
the degree of Sergeant at Law, after they have
been of sixteen years standing as Barristers. The
ceremonies, used in the creation of these dignified

. law officers, were very curious, and conducted
with much expensive pomp and festivity. Sere
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geants at law, however, are of greater antiquity
than the institution of these Inns, and are sup-
posed, by Dugdale and others, to have been
known even prior to the Conquest; certain it is,
that thisdignity existed in the reign of the first

Edward.
Formerly, students were obliged to study in

these Inns eight years, prior to their admission to
the degree. of Barrister-e- it is now, however, re-
duced to five years. The gentlemen of the Inns
of Court are of three degrees, viz. 1. No Utter
Barristers, or- 'Students, properly so called; 2.
Utter or Outer Barrieters, and 3. Inner Bar-
risters, or Benchers. :rhese three compose the
company of what are called Masters Commons.
There is still, however, a class of inferior, or ra-
ther, junior students, who compose the company
of Clerks Commons. This is formed of students
during; their two first years of standing; or rather;
until they are called to the society of the .Masters
Commons.'

The degrees of progression, from the come
mencement of a student's course, to that of his, '

taking the coif, appea,r to have been eight, viz.
Ist, Jl.d~nission.into, the Clerk« Commons, in

which students generally continued two years; or
9
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until admitted members of the company of Ma$-

ters Commons.
2d. OIVoUtter Barrister, or Students, proper-

ly so called, when first admitted into fellowship
with the Masters Commons. They generally
continued such three or four years.

3d. Utter Barristers, who had been of :five or
six years standing, that is, about two years as'
Clerks, and. three or four as No Utter Barristers.
They were then called on to argue at the moot-
ings; they wore a' bar-gown, and practised their
profession after a certain number of mootings.

4th. Cupboard Men, who were such Utter Bar-
risters, as had taken the o~th of supremacy at the
cupboard, and had performed certain moots, and
given an expensive feast, declaring their intention
of accepting the duties of Reader, should they be
appointed to that station.

6th. Inner Barristers, or Benchers, who had
been in these Inns fourteen or fifteen years, hav-
ing passed through the previous degrees.

6th. Readers, chosen from the Benchers, to
read or expound the law openly to the society and
Students in the Inns of Chancery. Benchers
were generally chosen Readers after they had
been Cupboard Men two years. When appointed
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a second time, they were called Double Readers,
which was regarded a high honour.

7th. Hew Sergeants, those, who having been
called to this honourable degree, had not yet
taken the ~oif.

8th, and lastly. Colfed or perfect Sergeants at
law, who had then assigned to them chambers in
the Sergeant's Inn. They took a formal and so-
lemn leave of the Inn of Court, on which occasion
the treasurer of the Inn p~sented each with a
purse of gold, value ten pounds, as a present from
the whole society.

The internal regulations of these institutions
were often very minute, and we are inclined to
believe, sometimes equally absurd. Were it not,
too particular, we might here notice the silly regu-
lations in regard to the costume of their members;
who, among other things, were not allowed to
wear cut or pansied hosen, or pansied doublets,
on pain of expulsion; and the sin of wearing long
beards, could be expiated by nothing less than
being excommoned, or by what we now under-
stand, being put in coventry, or under the ban.
But these Inns not being corporations, had no ju-
dicial power over their members-all was conven-
tional-the laws were preserved and enforced by
no other sanction than an honourable esprit du

\
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corps-a sacred respect for a plight given by
students on their admission. If the rules were
violated, the offend~rs were, by universal accla-
mation, either excommoned, that is, not permitted
to eat or commune in any way with the rest; or

~ their chambers were closed. This being notified,
comity excluded them from admission into any of
the other Inns.

The various and continued learned exercises in
these institutions, could not fail to produce the
happiest results. We find, .accordingly, that
most of the enlightened jurists of that country
received in them their legal education.'

\

The great commentator on Littleton owe<v in
great part, his rapid promotion, to the solid learn-
ing, and merited.honours, which he had received
in the Inner Temple. _ Lord Chancellor Audly,
Sir Heneage Finch, Manwood, and Anderson-all
students, and subsequently Benchers and Readers
in this Inn of Court-are names too well known,
in the common law, to need further mention.

To the .Middle Temple are we indebted for
the names of Plowden, Dyer, Doddridge; the
Lord Chancellors, Rich, Yorke, Cowper, and
Eldon; .Lord Chief Justice Kenyon, Mr. Justice
Blackstone, and numerous others.

,I
, I

From Gray's Inn we hear of the illustri-
ous Bacon, and the Lord Keeper, Nicholas
Bacon; and Lincoln's Inn is honoured by the
names of Fortescue, Sir Thomas More, Spel-
man, Sir Matthew Hale-a splendid constella-
tion, on which every student must delight to
.gaze ..

In fine, nearly all who have been eminent, and
learned, and virtuous in this most distinguished
profession, had their morals, their studies, and
their habits fashioned, and established in these
illustrious seminaries of the common law.

The Inns of Cour-t at' present existing, are four,
viz. the Inner Temple, and Middle Temple, Lin:
coln's Inn, and Gray's Inn. The two Temples
are so called, from their being anciently the dwell-
ing houses of the Knights Templars, and by
them leased, in the reign of the third Edward, to
certain professors, who established Inns of Court.
In the reign of Henry VIII. these Temples (on
the dissolution of the religious houses) fell to the
crown, and were granted by King James I. in fee
simple, to these collegiate bodies, for the ~ecep-
tion of the professors and students of the common
law.

Lincoln's Inn, and Gray's Inn, were so called

(
, J

'. I

/
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. offrom' the Earls of those names, in the reIgns

Edward II. and III. when they were founded.
The Inns of Chancery existing at present, are

nine; viz. Cli.ftord's and Thaoie'e, established in
the reign of Edward IlL; Clement's and Furni-
't'al's, in the reign of Henry IV.; Staple's and
Lyon's, in the reign of Henry V.; Bernard's, in
that of Henry VI. and New Inn, in the reign of

""\

Henry VlII.
These Inns of Chancery belong to, 01' are at-

tached to the four Inns of Court; 'viz. to the Inner
Temple, Clifford's, Clement's, and Lyon's Inns are
subordinate. To the .lJ1iddle Temple, New Inn.
To Lincoln's Inn, are attached Furnival's and
Thavie's Inns; and to Gray's Inn, belong Staple's'
and Bernard's Inns. These Inns of Chancery,
however, can now scarcely be considered in their
former light, as students are no longer entered in
them, with a view of subsequent admission into
the Inns of Court; and these Inns of Court do not
regard the time spent in the Inns of Chancery as
a portion of the student's legal novitiate.

Having (tediously we are apprehensive) ex-
plained the origin, organization, and general views
of these Inns of Court and of Chancery; and, al-
luded to the very beneficial influence exerted by
them, in forming accomplished scholars in the

"
l
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law, and thereby adding dignity and lustre to the
science; we shall now explain more particularly,
the means adopted by them for the advancement
of students in their legal education. We trust that
this inquiry will strongly evince the, probable
utility of the several auxiliaries which we (in hum-
ble imitation) have already proposed.

The exercises practised by students of law in
these Inns, were principally in attending the va-
rious 1'eadings, and in arguing moot cases before
the Benchers, and also among themselves.

The readings consisted of lectures on any sub,.
ject of the common law, delivered by Benchers,
specially appointed as Readers. These Benchers
were such as had been Utter Barristers for many
years, and having been made Inner Barristers, or
Benchers, were, occasionally appointed Readers,
to treat and expound any statute or doctrine to
the students of the Inns of Chancery, or to their
society at large.

Whilst their appointment lasted they were
called Readers, but when it terminated, they
again took the name of Bencher. "During the
time of his readings," says Stowe, (which lasted
nearly two months in the year) "the Reader kept
a constant and splendid table, feasting the nobile

________ ~:; lIIIIiIIiiillliili __ ........... W1
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ity, judges, bishops, mid sometimes the king him-
self, at a cost of about one thousand pounds." ,

There were two great periods assigned for
these readings, called the grand ~,acation8; one
during Lent, the other late in summer. During
these "Learnings," as they were also called, the
elementary students, or No Utter Barristers,
were obliged to attend every reading, under the
penalty of twenty shillings for each default.

When the vacation readings were dosed, the
students attended their Reader with great state to
his residence, and invited him at night, to par-
take of a sumptuous repast, at their own charge.

Readings were also given, during what was
called Term time; when each of the In~s of Court
sent two Readers, to each of lhe Inns of Chancery.
Students were also employed in various other
exercises during these vacations and term time.. , ('

The most important of them all was that of
mooting. The word moot is supposed, by some,
to be 'derived from the French mot, (word) and by
others, with more likelihood, from the' Saxon
mettm, gemetan, or gemot, (meeting.) because at
appointed meetings or assemblings of students,
questions, fit for grave disputation, were argued
by them, and determined by the Benchers. This
deduction is highly probable, as there are many

It •.
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compound words 'with similar termination, which
are universally allowed to import an assemblage.
As for example; reevemote, ehiremote.folkmote,
wettena-gemot, which last means an assembly of
wise men. Be this, however, as it may, the points
argued by students in the Inns of Court and Chan-
cery, were called moot cases; the students who
argued them, moot men; the place where they
convened, moot hall; the disputations, mootings;
and the Benchers, before whom they usually ar-
gued, a moot court. Students who thus argued,
were the Utter or Outer Barristers; in contra-
distinction to those, on the one hand, whose in-
experience ordinarily excluded them from these
exercises; and who, asI have already stated, were
called No Utter Barristers, Tyros, or Elementary
Students; and to the Benchers, on the other hand,
who, from superior knowledge, were raised from
Utter to the degree of Inner Barristers; and, as
such, entitled to sit as Judges at these mootings.

These Benchers annually appointed an officer,
called the Bailiff, or Survey01' of the .Moots;
whose duty it was, to keep an accurate account of
all matters argued; by whom discussed; and all
other proceedings in these mock forensick en-
counters. These mootings were of two kinds;
grand and pett!!. The former occurred during

1.0
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the grand vacations, of which :[ have spoken; that
is, during the Readings. When the Reading had
terminated, any Utter Barrister was at liberty to
oppose some point advanced by the Reader; and
thus was the grand mooting commenced. At these
vacations, the elementary students, also, were en~,
titled to open points, before three of the' Benchers;
they were then followed by the Utter Barristers;
and the case was decided by the Benchers. All
this was done in that barbarous dialect, the Law
French, of which Sir Henry Spelman so feelingly
complains, when sent by his mother to commence
his studies in the common law, at Lincoln's Inn.

"Emisit me mater Londinum," (says he)
"juris, nostri capeesendi gratia; cujus cum res-
tibulum salutaeeem.reperissemque linguam pere-
grin am, dialectum barharum; methodum incon-
cinnam, molem non ingeniem solum, sed perpe-
tuis humeris sustinendam, excedit mihi fateor
animus."

The petty mootings were those which occurred
in term time before the Readers, or Benchers of
the respective Inns. There were also other moot-
ings, called mean eacation moots, or chapel moots:
these were performed by the younger students after
the term, and grand vacations were over. There

} .
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were likewise private mootings, which are thus
described by one of the black-letter law writers:

"Furthermore, after dynner and supper, the
students and lerners in the house sit together, by
three and three in a company; and one of the
three putteth forth some doubtful question in the
law, to the other two of his company; and they
reason and argue unto it in English; and at last,
he that putteth forth the question declaryth his
own minde, also showing unto them the judgment,
or better opinion of his boke, where he had the
same question-and this do the students observe
every day through the yere, except festi'vall
days."

It is reasonable to suppose that these various
exercises, publick and private, must have been
attended with the most salutary eonseq uences;
and that they largely contributed to the ascen-
dency of the Common over the Civil Law, which
for ages had maintained an angry jealousy between
their numerous professors and retainers.

The detail, which I have now brought to a
close, I fear has been too minute, and proved te-
dious to my auditors. But we had, in this inves-
tigation, several. objects to gratify; otherwise we
should not have introduced it, as it has been one'
of no easy accomplishment, amidst the many dark
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and conflicting statements of varrous dull and
dusty authors. We supposed, that a minute ac-
count of what has been done for students, in the
land whence we have derived most of our law;
together with an exposition of the admirable re-
sults, could not fail to stimulate the young juris.
prudents of this country, favourably to receive
and foster an attempt to introduce among us, not
the same, but similar institutions, adapted to the
more refined state of our manners and jurispru-
dence.

From what has been stated, we perceive how
important it has been deemed in England, not
only that students of law should be assembled,
and associated in their studies, but that they
should be disciplined in regular and methodical
exercises.

Were this matter, however, open to doubt,
after the example we have just furnished; and,
indeed, were it not obvious in itself, we might
appeal to the views and practice of the ancient
Romans, among whom similar methodical studies
were deemed essential; and students were assem-
bled from all parts of the empire, to receive in-
struction at appointed places. We are informed
that in their law schools, over which the J1nteees-
sor, or professor presided, students were divided
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into five classes; viz-Dupondii, Edicfales, Pa-
pinianistce, Lytw, and Prolqtte. Four years were
occupied by them before they were expected to
engag'e in the study of the Code, or Imperial
Constitu tions.

The D,upondii were such elementary students
as were engaged during the first year of their
novitiate, in the study of the Institutes, and the
first four books of the Digests. They were call-
ed dupondii, or students of small consideration,
from the most common coin known in the Roman
empire, about the value of a penny sterling, and
as they were then admitted only Had limina legit-
inue scientue;" The emperor Justinian, however,
whose parental regard for students induced him to
attend even to such small matters, changed the
name of this first class, to Justinianei nooi; this
being a more flattering designation.

The Edic,tales occupied the second year, in the
study of the Digests, from the fifth to the twen-
tieth book, inclusive; which contain the Edicta
JJlagistratuum.

The Papinianistw were such students, as dur-
ing the third year, were employed in reading the
Digests, from the twenty-first to the twenty-eighth
book, inclusive; which contain the opinions of
Papinian, justly styled the "living voice, and oracle
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of Roman j~ris"prudence"-arriving at this stage
of their studious career, they were regarded as
having accomplished more than the passage of the
pons aseinorum- "Quo nomine, Papinianistm,"
says. Heinecceus, "adeo sibi placebant, ut diem
quo ejus doctrin« primum fuerant initiati, fes-
tum solennemque haberent." And this rejoicing, •
and festivity are not to be considered as mere
juvenile gaiety-for it was a festival not only
countenanccd but instituted, by imperial authori-
ty, evincive of the deep respect for the learning,
virtues and talents of one of the most accomplish-
ed of Homan jurists.

The Lytm finished the Digests during the
fourth year; and were then regarded as compe-
tent to the solution of the most difficult points.
But still, those "qui juris nodos, legum que mnig.
mata solvttnt," were then put to the study of the
Code, and other works, ad libitum: at this time
they assumed the name of Prolytm, and usually
completed their studies at the end of the fifth

,
year.

The quinquennial term of study appears to
have obtained in most ages. In the reign of
Q.ueen Mary, a famous civilian' styled him-
self "oItlagister .J1rtium, et Prolyta juris,"--:-and
in most of the universities of the continent, this-

'r ,
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period has been adopted as the time of legal
study. By a statute of the University of Oxford,
it is provided, "q!wdque pM' IHENNIUM in .J1ca-
demia, Dialecticm, M01'ali Philosophiw et Poli-
ticte aliisque Humani01'ibus Liierie incumbat,
priusquam QUINQUENNIUM in studio [uri» ponere
ineipiat;" and the statute of Cambridge ordains,
that "a year be devoted by students in their
chambers, to the study of the institutes, after
which they shall hear, during five years, the pub.
lick prrelector of law."

The provisions made at various times by the Ro-
man Emperors, were admirably adapted to produce
enlightened lawyers; and to repress those ignorant
pretenders in the science, those leguleii, whom
Cicero so much censures and ridicules, as being
versed only in numerous unmeaning forms, and
an unceasing flow of forensick jargon. We might
here detail the wise institutions of the Emperor
Valentinian, in his celebrated constitution, "De
Studiis," &c. We might dwell on the discipline
and studies of the ancient seminaries of learning-
a topick full of interest and profit; to this we might
add, an inquiry into many important regulations
in various modern universities, in regard to law
students-but these would demand a further call
on your time-already too freely occupied.
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In conclusion-May we not emphatically ask,

are not like institutions and regulations essential
in this country? Is it not of first importance,
that American students of law should have pre-
scribed studies and stated exercises; and, in order
to incite a suitable emulation, that they should
be brought, as far as may be practicable, to asso-
ciate in their studies? Is there any system of law,
of any age or country, more various, complicated,
and extensive than our own? We admit there
are in our, as in other professions, degrees of
knowledge suited to different capacities, and fitted
to the particular, ultimate views of individuals.
But those who are ambitious of fame, and an ele-
vated standing in their profession; those who would
honour and be honoured by their vocation; and,
in fine, those who desire to minister as high priests
at the altar, and give their opinions as oracular,
must regard the study of the law, as the assiduous
and methodized labour of a life-full of toils, but
likewise full of encouragements and auspicious
promises-ever realized to the truly zealous and
persevering.

•
,'"!'

I would embrace the present occasion, to correct a mis-
apprehension, which has partially prevailed, that the en-
gagements into which I am about entering, may interfere,
in some degree, with my avocations as Counsellor and
Attorney. No impression can be more unjust, as the
studies in which the prosecution of these lectures will
engage me, would have been pursued, had the present
enterprise never been attempted-and as my scheme thus
far, has been prosecuted only in leisure hours. I there-
fore desire to state, emphatically, that my duties here, can
never, in any way, be permitted to interfere with those
due to my Clients-but, on the contrary, that I do not

contemplate the relinquishment of any portion either of
my professional zeal, or of my practice.
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